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explanation is,unfortunately,a little defective. Some economists argue

that powerful structural changes in the world have upended the old

economic models that were based upon the historical link between

growth and inflation. 42.The Aswan Dam,for example,stopped the

Nile flooding but deprived Egypt of the fertile silt that floods left-all

in return for a giant reservoir of disease which is now so full of silt

that it barely generates electricity. 43.New ways of organizing the

workplaceall that re-engineering and downsizingare only one

contribution to the overall productivity of an economy,which is

driven by many other factors such as joint investment in equipment

and machinery,new technology,and investment in education and

training. 44.His colleague,Michael Beer,says that far too many

companies have applied re-engineering in a mechanistic

fashion,chopping out costs without giving sufficient thought to

long-term profitability. 45.Defenders of science have also voiced

their concerns at meetings such as The Flight from Science and

Reason,held in New York City in 1995,and Science in the Age of 

（Mis）information,which assembled last June near Buffalo. 46.A

survey of news stories in 1996 reveals that the antiscience tag has been

attached to many other groups as well,from authorities who

advocated the elimination of the last remaining stocks of smallpox

virus to Republicans who advocated decreased funding for basic



research. 47.Thetrue enemies of science,argues Paul Ehrllch of

Stanford University,a pioneer of environmental studies,are those

who question the evidence supporting global warming,the depletion

of the ozone layer and other consequences of industrial growth.

48.This developmentand its strong implication for US politics and

economy in years aheadhas enthroned the South as Americas most

densely populated region for the first time in the history of the

nations head counting. 49.Often they chooseand still are

choosingsomewhat colder climates such as Oregon,Idaho and

Alaska in order to escape smog crime and other plagues of

urbanization in the Golden State. 50.As a result,Californias growth

rate 0dropped during the 1970s,to 18.5 percentlittle more than two

thirds the 1960s growth figure and considerably below that of other

Western states. 51.Unlike most of the worlds volcanoes,they are not

always found at the boundaries of the great drifting plates that make

up the earths surface.on the contrary,many of them lie deep in the

interior of a plate. 52.The relative motion of the plates carrying these

continents has been constructed in detail,but the motion of the plates

with respect to another cannot readily be translated into motion with

respect to the earths interior. 53.Wearing a seat belt saves lives.it

reduces your chance of death or serious injury by more than half.

54.While warnings are often appropriate and necessarythe dangers of

drug interactions,for exampleand many are required by state or

federal regulations,it isnt clear that they actually protect the

manufacturers and sellers from liability if a customer is injured. 55.At

the same time,the American Law Institutea group of



judges,lawyers,and academics whose recommendations carry

substantial weightissued new guidelines for tort law stating that

companies need not warn customers of obvious dangers or bombard

them with a lengthy list of possible ones. 56.In the past

year,however,software companies have developed tools that allow

companies to push information directly out to

consumers,transmitting marketing messages directly to targeted

customers. 57.The examples of Virtual Vineyards,Amazon.com,and

other pioneers show that a Web site selling the right kind of products

with the right mix of interactivity,hospitality,and security will attract

online customers. 58.An invisible border divides those arguing for

computers in the classroom on the behalf of studentscareer prospects

and those arguing for computers in the classroom for broader

reasons of radical education reform. 59.Rather,we have a certain

conception of the American citizen,a character who is incomplete if

he cannot competently access how his livelihood and happiness are

affected by things outside of himself. 60.Besides,this is unlikely to

produce the needed number of every kind of professional in a

country as large as ours and where the economy is spread over so

many states and involves so many international corporations.

61.But,for a small group of students,professional training might be

the way to go since well-developed skills,all other factors being

equal,can be the difference between having a job and not.

62.Declaring that he was opposed to using this unusual animal

husbandry technique to clone humans,he ordered that federal funds

not be used for such an experiment-although no one had proposed



to do soand asked an independent panel of experts chaired by

Princeton President Harold Shapiro to report back to the White

House in 90 days with recommendations for a national policy on

human cloning. 63.In a draft preface to the

recommendations,discussed at the 17 May meeting,Shapiro

suggested that the panel had found a broad consensus that it would

be morally unacceptable to attempt to create a human child by adult

nuclear cloning. 64.Because current federal law already forbids the

use of federal funds to create embryos（the earliest stage of human

offspring before birth）for research or to knowingly endanger an

embryos life,NBAC will remain silent on embryo research. 65.If

experiments are planned and carried out according to plan as

faithfully as the reports in the science journals indicate,then it is

perfectly logical for management to expect research to produce

results measurable in dollars and cents. 66.It is entirely reasonable for

auditors to believe that scientists who know exactly where they are

going and how they will get there should not be distracted by the

necessity of keeping one eye on the cash register while the other eye

is on the microscope. 67.Nor,if regularity and conformity to a

standard pattern are as desirable to the scientist as the writing of his

papers would appear to reflect,is management to be blamed for

discriminating against the odd balls among researchers in favor of

more conventional thinkers who work well with the team. 68.The

grand mediocrity of todayeveryone being the same in survival and

number of off-springmeans that natural 0selection has lost 80% of its

power in upper-middle-class India compared to the tribe. 69. When



a new movement in art attains a certain fashion,it is advisable to find

out what its advocates are aiming at,for,however farfetched and

unreasonable their principles may seem today,it is possible that in

years to come they may be regarded as normal. 70.With regard to

Futurist poetry,however,the case is rather difficult,for whatever

Futurist poetry may be even admitting that the theory on which it is

based may be rightit can hardly be classed as Literature. 71.But it is a

little upsetting to read in the explanatory notes that a certain line

describes a fight between a Turkish and a Bulgarian officer on a

bridge off which they both fall into the riverand then to find that the

line consists of the noise of their falling and the weights of the

officers,Pluff！Pluff！A hundred and eighty-five kilograms. 72.The

coming of age of the postwar baby boom and an entry of women

into the male- domiated job market have limited the opportunities of

teen-agers who are already questioning the heavy personal sacrifices

involved in climbing Japans rigid social ladder to good schools and

jobs. 73.Last year Mitsuo Setoyama,who was then education

minister,raised eyebrows when he argued that liberal reforms

introduced by the American occupation authorities after World War

II had weakened the Japanese morality of respect for parents。

74.With economic growth has come centralization:fully 76 percent

of Japans 119 million citizens live in cities where community and the

extended family have been abandoned in favor of

isolated,tow-generation households. 75.If the tradition of ambition is

to have vitality,it must be widely shared.and it especially must be

highly regarded by people who are themselves admired,the educated



not least among them. 76.Certainly people do not seem less

interested in success and its signs now than formerly. Summer

homes,European travel,BMWsthe locations,place names and name

brands may change,but such items do not seem less in demand today

than a decade or two years ago. 77. Instead,we are treated to fine

hypocritical spectacles,which now more than ever seem in ample

supply： the critic of American materialism with a Southampton

summer home.the publisher of radical books who takes his meals in

three-star restaurants.the journalist advocating participatory

democracy in all phases of life,whose own children are enrolled in

private schools. 78.No clear-cut distinction can be drawn between

professional and amateurs in science： exceptions can be found to

any rule. Nevertheless,the word amateur does carry a connotation

that person concerned is not fully integrated into the scientific

community and,in particular,may not share its values. 79.The trend

was naturally most obvious in those areas of science based especially

on a mathematical or laboratory training,and can be illustrated in

terms of the development of geology in the United kingdom. 80.A

comparison of British geological publications over the last century

and a half reveals not simply an increasing emphasis on the primacy

of research,but also a changing definition of what constitutes an
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